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The samples of cedent shale frora near Steamboat Springs 

gave a remarkably good analysis as followss-

Ca 00 C4.QS% 

Mg 00 1 • 
5 

£i 0 " 22.00/ 
2 

Al C *.23* 
2 * 

F@ 0 S.37« 
23 

Oa So 1.00' 
«f > 

A shale of this composition with am rex Irately of 

a clean limestone would make a rood cement* 

The ratio between the silica and ircn-alunina contents 

is very favorable. The? mam# si a and cat clam sulr.he.to are both 

very lor/; another point ir its favor. 

There is an abundance of pood limestone a few hundred 

feet above this deposit, so that I think we have found a d®~osit 

of material which it would pay us to secure. The conditions for 

manufacturing portland cement at Steamboat Springe are ideal, with 

the exception of the distance from e. largo market. 

There is an abundance of the very Pert kind o" coal 

near at hand, and there is Plenty cf undeveloped r • i -vr newer. There 

is practically no•over-burden to be roocved en<3 th ere ll sufficient 



of this ma.twi.alto run a cedent works for a great ©any hundred 

years. 

I should advise yen to take lamed!*t© steps to secure 

samples and investigate this land, and if further sampllng prove® 

that the one sample which 1 took r,.,r r epros-^ntativ», then I should 

advise you to proceed at once to aoquire the land. It probably 

can "be acquired at this time for a vm dollars nor •aero, and within 

& few years it probably will bo salable for cement matin ; -urnonos. 
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fh« natural cement at ¥trips proved to be worthless. 

The deposit of ©lea, near Craig, turns out to be of a 

very superior grade of nice, and 1 would t u. that you further 

Investigate this ©tea and ascertain the fire of the deposit. 
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lb# deposit of "kaolin, near Craig, turns out to be a 

very superior grade of whiting which is. north ucuoe per ton deliver-d 

at Denver. in 1006 there wore 64,£00 tons of this material mined and 

marketed, for an average price of $8.43 the mill, in 1896 there 

wero 5r»81b tens marketed at «*n average price uf if,.CO par ton at 

the ©ill, Tneso figures cover the United ftales market only. 

i have compared the sample which I m*ve with the best whiting 

and find It of finer texture and altogether superior. 
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I think it would be advisable to follow this setter up 

with the view of securing title to the deposit. 

1 took a number of samples of the Jack Fabbit Placer Fields, 

in the vicinity of Dr. Decker's dredge, and out of a number of mannings 

I saved the following seven, and. brought the results home to be 

weighed. 

#1, 28? per cu. yd. 

#3, £5.54 H " " 

#4, 51? " * 

#5, 19 f 

We, ff»?' " " M 

#7 25? " " " 

1C, 18 

It will be observed that there is considerable nay "»rctwd 

in this vicinity, and if you have the weans and inclination to 

prospect for dredging ground, 1 think it would be well worth while 

to rut a man in the field to hunt for a favorable location in the 

Jack Rabbit District. 




